THE DBA COLLOQUIUM

Aim:

The Colloquium provides DBA students the opportunity to present their work to senior faculty members and engage with one another in a setting that is relatively informal but that allows for the fullest of intellectual exchanges. Students will receive feedback on their research ideas and progress and other areas from participating faculty members and student peers.

Where:

The Colloquium will be held at the OYAGSB UUMKL or main campus (Sintok).

Who should attend:

Participation in the DBA Colloquium is compulsory to students who have registered for BDMZ 8049. Before students being allowed to proceed with Proposal Defense, students are required to present their research ideas in the colloquium. However, students who register for BDMZ 8024 are also invited to participate.

What to submit:

- 5 pages of research summary (excluding the cover page)
- DBA Colloquium Form
- Write up on the Research summary and the form must be submitted to OYAGSB main office (*).

Format of the research summary:

Please use the points outlined below to construct your research summary.

- Cover page:
  - Title, your name, supervisor(s) name(s), matric no.
- Content:
  - Introduction: Background of study; description of the issues and problem and its importance; what the literature says about this problem and where existing work fails; how you plan to tackle this problem; what results you envision; how you plan to validate your solution.
  - Research Questions/ Research Objectives
  - Contribution: Provide contribution to knowledge/ methodology/ practical

- Format: Times New Roman; Font (12); double spacing; No of pages- Max 5 pages.

Format of presentation:

Following are the presentation Guideline

- Presenters are allowed to use maximum 5 slides presentation.
- Presenters are allowed **15 minutes** presentation with 5 minutes Q & A session.
**Additional information:**

- Students are encouraged to discuss their papers with the supervisor(s) prior to submission for the colloquium
- Only registered students for the BDMZ 8049 will be guaranteed a slot to present

**Where to submit:**

*Please SUBMIT your completed form and research summary, to Puan Norizan (izan@uum.edu.my).*
APPLICATION TO PRESENT IN DBA COLLOQUIUM

1.0 NAME: _______________________________ MATRIC NO:__________________

2.0 ADMISSION SESSION: __________________________________________

3.0 THESIS TITLE: _________________________________________________

4.0 SUPERVISOR’S REMARKS

I agree/ do not agree* that the thesis proposal is ready to be presented in this colloquium.

Main Supervisor Co-Supervisor

Supervisor’s name and Official Stamp Supervisor’s name and Official Stamp Date

5.0 NOTE & ACTION BY COLLOQUIUM COMMITTEE

Reviewer 1: _______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Reviewer 2: _______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

DBA Director Date